An approximate version of the renormalized RPA-treatment for scattering of nucleons on a hole nucleus is given, in which the shape resonances are treated according to a method of BALASHOV et al. In order to make the results more transparent we take into account the additional influence of the non resonant part of the single-particle continuum with the help of a separable particle-hole force.
Introduction
In a previous work 1 we have given the equations for the renormalized RPA-problem with inclusion of the single-particle continuum by extending Migdal's quasi-particle approach 2 to the continuum 3 . We designed a model in which the so called nuclear-structure problem (only bound singleparticle orbits are included) was used as a zeroorder solution. In this model one could first solve the nuclear-structure problem with the full effective particle-hole force. The influence of the continuum was taken into account by approximating all matrix elements containing continuum single-particle states with a separable force so avoiding the original complicated Fredholm proplem. This is due to the fact that the Fredholm determinant degenerates for a separable force. The details as well as further references can be found in Refs. 1 , 3 . The model implied the asumption that the solution for the nuclear-structure problem is already a good approximation for the corresponding "bound-state" solution with inclusion of the single-particle continuum. But in some cases it is well known that one has to include single-particle resonances-for instance the 1 d372-resonance in 16 0-in order to obtain a satisfactory solution for the nuclear-* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commision. ** On leave from the Sektion Physik der Universität Mün-chen, Munich, Germany. structure problem. We have been able to overcome this difficulty by applying the method of GARSIDE and MACDONALD 4 ' 5 . But it turns out that the resulting equations are rather complicated, so one might try an approximate treatment by th° use of a "resonant approximation" for the resonant singleparticle states 6,7 . We will give in the second section the relevant definitions and approximations needed in such an attempt. The resulting equations are derived in the third section. In order to make the structure of the problem more transparent a solvable model is presented in the fourth section, in which all matrix elements containing non resonant continuum single-particle states are approximated by a separable force. We will restrict ourselves to the case of one shape resonance only, since the generalization to several channels can be achieved easily by following the same road as in the one channel case.
General RPA-Formalism and the Definition of the Resonant Approximation
In Ref. 1 the following equation for the particlehole amplitude was obtained 8 (A; 1.12):
Here QVßt m is the quasi-particle-hole amplitude:
2) where tp^ and ipß are the Schroedinger creationand annihilation operators, respectively, of a nucleoli with the quantum number set /x defined by a suitable shell-model hamiltonian. For continuum wavefunctions we choose the standing wave boundary condition. The z'v s are Migdal's renormalization constants 2 ; 2tz I is the renormalized particle-hole matrix element. By | My we denote a scattering state as well as a bound state | By. Since we assume the target nucleus to be a closed shell nucleus plus one quasi-hole, we can specify the scattering state | Sy by the quantum number set ko (= eko, jko, h0, ™>k0, h0) of the incoming particle plus the quantum number set jo of the corresponding quasihole. Hence | Sy means more explicitely | S; ko, joy. With nv we denote the quasiparticle occupation number for the state v with respect to the groundstate | 0> of the compound-nucleus. The zeropoint of the energy is chosen to be ground state energy of the compound nucleus.
One knows 6,7 that within the range of the singleparticle potential the continuum wave function | jpiy in the resonance channel | can be represented in the vicinity of an isolated pol by
with | £> = 1. Here, with ft, | etc. we specify the channels-for instance ft : = jp,lp, tp. C(ep) has the following structure:
The details for obtaining | £> and C (ep) can be found in Ref. Our goal is to replace the continuum states | p> by the quasibound state 1and furthermore to treat amplitudes with the index f similarly as amplitudes specified by true bound states. In the 9 One may also use modified continuum wave functions | c> constructed orthogonal to | £> 10 . 10 H. L. WANG and C. M. SHAKIN, preprint (subm. to Phys.
Letters).
original problem we can distinguish three different particle-hole states:
(v,ju) = {(r,i);(i,r) | (p,i); (i,p) | (c,i); (i,e)}. (II.Ö)
Here i characterizes hole states, r true bound states and c continuum states not belonging to the class defined by (II.3). In the new problem we want to deal with a new classification given by 9 (y,fi) = {(r,t); M \ (£,i); (ij) | (c,i); (i,c)} . (II.6)
In order to have a clear distinction we will label the particle-hole amplitudes, matrix elements etc. in the new classification by ~qao,m, I etc. Since in the second term of (II. 1) only the wave functions within the range of the particle-hole force are needed we can insert there the quantities according to the new classification. We obtain then for the relevant term
with 11 :
We have to be mindful of that Eq. (II. 1) does not apply a priori to ~Q$O,M since | £> is not an eigenstate of the shell model hamiltonian. In the next section we are going to derive the equations for these quantities.
RPA-Equations in the Resonant Approximation
Using (II.7), (II.8) Here, the quantity Ig is labelled according to (II.6). We can distinguish three possibilities for | M):
From (II.3) we deduce the following relations: The equation for these amplitudes can be derived in the same manner as in the preceding subsection. We get: In the interior now the following replacement holds:
Qvß.s = (% -n

gPi,s t*t C(Ep)g = C(ep) C(epo) 'g&'s-(HI.14)
Furthermore, since we are only interested in the interior region we can insert instead of <p \ po) the following expression:
The quantum number set £(|o) coincides with the quantum number set p(po) if we exclude the energy (<£ | I) = 1). Use of (III.14) and (111.15) leads to: In the next section we are going to derive a model in which all matrix elements containing single-particle states | c) are approximated by a separable interaction.
Model Equations
We can split off the sum over quantum numbers in our equations in two terms, where the first sum contains only the summation over bound or quasi- From (IV.18) and (IV. 19) the wanted expressions for the $-matrix and the T-matrix can now be read off. After reinserting the single-particle phase factors taken out by using standing wave boundary conditions, one obtains: where we have supressed the (5-function of energy.
Summary
A model for calculating the nucleon-nueleus scattering on one-hole type nuclei has been settled down in the framework of the renormalized RPAtheory, in which the shape resonant shell model states have been treated approximately as bound states. With a separable ansatz for the remaining continuum matrix-elements we have been able to derive a system of equations, which can be solved
